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· Dynamic-linked library is a product that is linked with your applications without static linking · Import library for the DLL is a
dynamic library that contains all symbols and functions of the DLL. · Header files are the source files used by the DLL ·
Example of integration is a demonstration of how the dynamic library and the header files can be used to create DataMatrix
barcodes Features · All component can be compiled for UNICODE and MBCS (MultiByte Character Set) · Generate the data
matrix in the following format: B1,B2,B3,B4,...,B200,B201,B202,...,B400 · More than 200 DataMatrix groups · Generate
DataMatrix with any black or white image · Use the DataMatrix encoding mode according to the label thickness · Use the
DataMatrix decoding mode according to the label orientation · Generate 2D matrix with any character · Decode data matrix with
the following format: B1,B2,B3,B4,...,B200,B201,B202,...,B400 · Maximum distance for a label according to barcode generator
specifications is 26 meters. · Ability to add barcode with any text (e.g. "Company Name", "Product Name",...) · Ability to
specify a minimum and maximum size for the text · Ability to define a background color of the background for the text · Ability
to add a logo in the background · Ability to print the barcode · Ability to print the barcode on a sheet of paper (A4), a label (A5)
or a glass (e.g. 2 D Barcode Paper) · Ability to change the number of lines in the barcode · Ability to print the barcode on any
sheet of paper (A4), a label (A5) or a glass (e.g. 2 D Barcode Paper) · Ability to print the barcode in 2 colors · Generate 1D and
2D barcodes of any length · Generate barcode that includes the message (e.g. "Your code is B7898A5A7") · Barcode rotation of
90, 180, 270 · Generate 2D DataMatrix barcodes with any transparency level · You can generate any number of barcodes ·
Generate a DataMatrix barcode in any type of paper (A4), a label
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WKS stands for Web Key Stem, this sequence of values is used to encode this data matrix into a Data Matrix barcode. The
following options are available: · Size of the data matrix · Color of the barcode · Color of the frame · Bars of the barcode · Lines
of the barcode · Keys (encoded) · Width of the barcode (including the color spaces) · Height of the barcode (including the color
spaces) · Input data to be encoded The application can create the following types of data matrices: · Data matrix using one or
more keys · Data matrix using one or more lines · Data matrix using a color pattern · Data matrix using a 2-color pattern The
generated barcode is: · Decoded · Encoded If you are looking to encode a row of data, you can use the following example (using
a column for each data to be encoded): #define DEFAULT_VALUE 0x07ff #define DEFAULT_COLOR WHITE #define
KEY1 0x01a9 #define KEY2 0x01a8 #define KEY3 0x01a7 #define KEY4 0x01a6 #define KEY5 0x01a5 #define KEY6
0x01a4 #define KEY7 0x01a3 #define KEY8 0x01a2 #define KEY9 0x01a1 #define KEY10 0x01a0 #define KEY11 0x01a9
#define KEY12 0x01a8 #define KEY13 0x01a7 #define KEY14 0x01a6 #define KEY15 0x01a5 #define KEY16 0x01a4
#define KEY17 0x01a3 #define KEY18 0x01a2 #define KEY19 0x01a1 #define KEY20 0x01a0 #define KEY21 0x01a9
#define KEY22 0x01a8 #define KEY23 0x01a7 #define KEY24 0x01a6 #define KEY25 0x01a5 #define KEY26 0x01a4
#define KEY27 0x01a3 #define KEY28 0x01a2 #define KEY29 0x01a1 # 1d6a3396d6
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The DataMatrix Generator SDK solves the problems associated with code generation based on the DataMatrix format. This
solution allows you to generate reliable barcodes without coding yourself. All you need to do is to create an application or a web
site, and integrate the created functions. It contains functions that help you generate, encode, decode and print DataMatrix
barcodes. The SDK supports the generation of barcodes using the standard DataMatrix symbology. This solution has been
written by professionals and can be used to generate up to 6 million barcodes per day. The SDK comes with a wide set of
methods and functions that can be used to create barcodes. We have developed different functional units that allow you to
encode and decode barcodes, print barcodes, create encodings and generate readable data. DotMatrix Barcode Generator
Generate Barcodes, Datamatrix, QR Code, DataMatrix, Code39, Code128 and Aztec Description: DotMatrix Barcode
Generator is a professional software to help in creating standard barcode symbologies: Datamatrix, QR Code, DataMatrix,
Code39, Code128 and Aztec. The barcode generator is a powerful software that enables you to generate, encode, decode, print
and edit barcode symbologies in a very simple way. You just need to place your data into the text editor and press the print
button. DotMatrix Barcode Generator is a universal barcode generation tool that enables you to work with barcodes in a variety
of modes. The software allows you to generate, print and save a barcode at the same time. The software has been developed to
be very simple to use. You can generate barcodes for use in any Windows application. The generated barcode can be printed and
stored in any type of file format. This barcode generator is very simple and easy to use. If you are interested, please have a look
at the software features below: o Use the barcode generator for: · Barcode symbologies: Datamatrix, QR Code, DataMatrix,
Code39, Code128 and Aztec · Printing barcodes in popular formatters like PDF, PNG, BMP, JPG, TIFF, PPM, JPEG, DAT,
IMAGE, TGA, GIF and ETC · Editing the barcode using the SetText property · Encoding text data, product or URL into a
barcode o Barcode symbology support

What's New In?

The SDK is a reusable software component that generates DataMatrix barcodes by reading in a variety of formats, including
image files, text files, databases, etc. The data is written to a custom format for barcode generation. The generated barcode can
then be printed, saved to a file, or emailed. The dynamic-link library (DLL) provides the actual barcode generation functionality
and is linked dynamically into the application or library being developed. The SDK package does not include the DLL, as you
will need to download it and link it into your application or library yourself. The SDK package includes both a set of header
files (to be used in your code) and a simple example demonstrating integration of the SDK into your application. The SDK runs
on Windows 95 and newer versions of Windows. It will also run on Linux and other UNIX-like operating systems, however, it
has been tested only on Microsoft Windows. The DataMatrix barcode is a one-dimensional code that can contain up to 7 data
characters. It is not a "code 39" like the Codabar, but an alphanumeric code. It is possible to generate a DataMatrix code with
only 4 data characters, but the resulting barcode is longer, wider, and thus harder to read. The code is commonly used for
tracking applications and for fast barcode generation. The DataMatrix barcode is used in the United States by credit card
companies, airlines, retailers, etc. It is common to have a one-dimensional barcode embedded in a larger image, which is printed
on most printed media. Directions for installation: After downloading the package, unzip it to any convenient location. In order
to use the SDK, you will need the DataMatrix SDK package. The SDK includes a directory containing the SDK distribution.
You can either choose to unzip the package to a new directory, or link the SDK with an existing project. To Link with an
Existing Project: In your C++ project, open the project properties dialog, open the C/C++ tab, and click on the Browse button.
Navigate to the unzipped SDK directory, and click on OK to find the libraries and headers. If the search dialog finds the
necessary headers and libraries, you should be able to build the project as usual. To unzip and put the SDK package into a new
directory: You can extract the contents of the package into a new directory if you wish to have a separate directory for the SDK.
To do this: In WinZip, select Extract to a folder, or for more advanced users, select the Overwrite option to skip over the
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System Requirements For DataMatrix Generator SDK:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 (64-bit only) Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent or
higher Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD4000 or AMD HD5000 or higher (DirectX 10.1) DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage:
55MB available space Additional Notes: Supports up to 4K resolution. Recommended: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 or
Windows 10 (64-bit
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